International Design Group

The International Design Group deals with all aspects of the design, development and consultancy of purpose-built residential, commercial and sports communities, predominantly those involving golf. Our broad array of interconnected disciplines creates a single point of design responsibility which streamlines the inevitable communications issues between the consultant team. Cutting edge design, exceptional service and complete dependability are all part of our mission statement.

Masterplanning International

Whilst Masterplanning International deals with masterplanned developments of any size and context, we specialise in residential sports developments, predominantly those involving golf courses. The International Design Group is the only multi-disciplinary design company in the world which can boast an in-house golf course architecture department. No other design company has a deeper understanding of value creation on golf developments.
What We Do

Masterplanning International normally produces a concept masterplan with the initial concept documentation. However, this is the first step in the full masterplanning process of consultant coordination, budget management, infrastructure planning and programming.

Amongst many others, Masterplanning International offers the following services:

- **Project Analysis**
  - Statutory Evaluation, Market Analysis, Infrastructure, Analysis, Technical Site Appraisal
- **Concept masterplanning**
  - “Imagineering” Workshops, Sketch Alternatives, Value engineering, Transport Planning, Infrastructure Planning
- **Detailed Masterplanning**
  - Plan Development, High Level Concept Architecture & Massing, Concept Landscape Design, Area Schedules & Cost Models, Design Guidelines
- **Technical Team Project Management**
- **Time-scale programming**
- **Sustainability Planning**
- **Business planning**
- **Computer Generated Imagery and Video**
- **Physical Model Production**

How We Think

Masterplanning International is an integral part of the group as a level of masterplanning is required in every project, no matter how large or small. It is one of the most critical parts of the design process because it lays out preliminary ideas and assumptions in a graphical way. This not only allows the development team to understand the site’s physical capabilities but also allows us to assess the financial potential. In a good masterplan, all stakeholders are able to see the project take shape in a tangible way and are able to provide input for review by key decision-makers.

“Creating environments for the world stage”

Pesquero Golf Development
Our Partners

Here are just a few of the partners that Masterplanning International or its predecessor PGA Design Consulting have had the privilege of working with:

- Somerset Holdings, Singapore
- Sahara India Commercial Corp
- Government of Goa
- The Creek Golf Club
- Krause Regeneration (I)
- The Royal Bank of Scotland
- Bukhatir, Dubai
- Bando, Korea
- Rewal, Dubai
- DLF India
- Gazprom, Russia
- MBN Group, Korea

Masterplanning Worldwide

The International Design Group and its staff have been involved in more than 350 developments worldwide. Our portfolio stretches from Europe to the Caribbean and to the Far East covering most of the globe.